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Abstract

This paper presents the findings of the ICON-
2021 shared task on Multilingual Gender Bi-
ased and Communal Language Identification,
which aims to identify aggression, gender bias,
and communal bias in data presented in four
languages: Meitei, Bangla, Hindi and English.
The participants were presented the option of
approaching the task as three separate clas-
sification tasks or a multi-label classification
task or a structured classification task. If ap-
proached as three separate classification tasks,
the task includes three sub-tasks: aggression
identification (sub-task A), gender bias identi-
fication (sub-task B), and communal bias iden-
tification (sub-task C).

For this task, the participating teams were pro-
vided with a total dataset of approximately
12,000, with 3,000 comments across each of
the four languages, sourced from popular so-
cial media sites such as YouTube, Twitter,
Facebook and Telegram and the the three la-
bels presented as a single tuple. For the test
systems, approximately 1,000 comments were
provided in each language for every sub-task.
We attracted a total of 54 registrations in the
task, out of which 11 teams submitted their test
runs.

The best system obtained an overall instance-
F1 of 0.371 in the multilingual test set (it was
simply a combined test set of the instances in
each individual language). In the individual
sub-tasks, the best micro f1 scores are 0.539,
0.767 and 0.834 respectively for each of the
sub-task A, B and C. The best overall, aver-
aged micro f1 is 0.713.

The results show that while systems have man-
aged to perform reasonably well in individual
sub-tasks, especially gender bias and commu-
nal bias tasks, it is substantially more diffi-
cult to do a 3-class classification of aggression
level and even more difficult to build a system
that correctly classifies everything right. It is

only in slightly over 1/3 of the instances that
most of the systems predicted the correct class
across the board, despite the fact that there was
a significant overlap across the three sub-tasks.

1 Introduction

The global reach of digital technology has resulted
in the spread of social media applications to every
section of society, making it a major medium of
interaction for all kinds of people across the globe.
Social media sites have, as a result, become signifi-
cant documents of human discourse for the digital
age. Social media discourse covers a broad spec-
trum and can be culturally and socio-politically
specific to the region and people who engage in it,
while also having a common grammar of form and
content which have adapted to suit the platforms
they appear in. A prime feature of social media
discourse that has gained a lot of traction in the
last few years is hate speech and aggression rooted
in bias and prejudice. It manifests in the form of
trolling, cyberbullying, flaming, and so on, and can
have real-life consequences that are harmful, dan-
gerous, and sometimes even fatal (Kumar et al.,
2018b).

The ComMA project aims to limit the negative
effects of such comments on social media sites by
developing a system that is trained to identify and
isolate comments from social media platforms that
display aggression and bias towards the target’s
gender and religious identities and beliefs. As part
of our efforts in the project, we present this novel
multi-label classification task to the research com-
munity, in which each sample will be required to
be classified as aggressive, gender biased or com-
munally charged. We expect that the task will be
interesting for researchers working in the different
related areas of hate speech, offensive language,
abusive language as well more generally in text
classification.
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2 Related Work

Automatically identifying the various forms of abu-
sive language online has been studied from differ-
ent angles. Examples include trolling (Cambria
et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2014; Mojica, 2016; Mi-
haylov et al., 2015), flaming/insults (Sax, 2016;
Nitin et al., 2012), radicalization (Agarwal and
Sureka, 2015, 2017), racism (Greevy and Smeaton,
2004; Greevy, 2004), misogyny (Menczer et al.,
2015; Frenda et al., 2019; Hewitt et al., 2016;
Fersini et al., 2018; Anzovino et al., 2018; Sharifi-
rad and Matwin, 2019), online aggression (Kumar
et al., 2018a), cyberbullying (Xu et al., 2012; Dad-
var et al., 2013), hate speech (Kwok and Wang,
2013; Djuric et al., 2015; Burnap and Williams,
2015; Davidson et al., 2017; Malmasi and Zampieri,
2017, 2018) and offensive language (Wiegand et al.,
2018; Zampieri et al., 2019a). The terms used in
the literature have overlapping properties as dis-
cussed in (Waseem et al., 2017) and (Zampieri
et al., 2019a).

Most related studies focus on English, but a sig-
nificant amount of work has been carried out for
other languages too. This includes languages such
as Arabic (Mubarak et al., 2020), German (Struß
et al., 2019), Greek (Pitenis et al., 2020), Hindi
(Mandl et al., 2019a), and Spanish (Basile et al.,
2019).

The field has also seen a rapid development and
availability of multiple datasets in multiple lan-
guages via various shared tasks and competitions,
This shared task is one of many shared tasks that
are being organised in this area, which include (Ku-
mar et al., 2020, 2018a; Zampieri et al., 2019a,b;
Mandl et al., 2019b, 2020a,b, 2021; Modha et al.,
2021).

Among these, one of the most popular tasks, Of-
fensEval series of tasks (Zampieri et al., 2019b,
2020), focused on offensive language identifica-
tion and featured three sub-tasks: offensive lan-
guage identification, offensive type identification,
and offense target identification building on the
annotation model introduced in the OLID dataset
(Zampieri et al., 2019a) for English. This multiple
sub-task model has been adopted by other shared
tasks such as GermEval for German (Struß et al.,
2019), HASOC for English, German, and Hindi
(Mandl et al., 2019a), and HatEval for English and
Spanish (Basile et al., 2019).

The tasks most similar to the current one were
the TRAC - 1 and TRAC - 2 shared tasks. TRAC -

1 shared task on Aggression Identification (Kumar
et al., 2018a) was hosted at the TRAC workshop
at COLING 2018. It included English and Hindi
data from Facebook and Twitter. It consisted of a
three-way classification task with posts labelled as
overtly aggressive, covertly aggressive, and non-
aggressive. TRAC - 2 (Kumar et al., 2020) featured
data from 3 languages - Bangla, Hindi and Ebglish
- and included an additional sub-task of misogyny
identification. The present task has been concep-
tualised as an extension of the TRAC-2 shared
task, with more languages and an addition sub-task.
Moreover, it is now also reformulated as a struc-
tured prediction task, along with three separate text
classification tasks, to encourage teams towards
leveraging the benefits of a multi-task setup in a
largely overlapping setup.

3 Task Schedule and Setup

Participants for the present shared task were al-
lowed to participate in one of the four languages -
Meitei, Bangla, Hindi, or Multilingual - or all of
them but they were required to submit predictions
for all three subtasks (A, B and C). The English
data is not provided separately and is included in
the data of all the languages. Registered partici-
pants got dataset (training, development and test
set) for training and evaluation in all languages
through the Codalab platform 1.

For the task, the participants were given around
4 weeks to experiment and develop the systems.
After 4 weeks of releasing the train and develop-
ment sets, the test set was released, after which
the participants had 6 days to test and upload their
systems. The entire timeline and schedule of the
shared task is given in Table 1.

Date Event
October 2, 2021 Training set release
November 3, 2021 Test set release
November 8, 2021 System submissions
November 14, 2021 Result announcement
November 24, 2021 System description paper
November 29, 2021 Reviews for papers
December 2, 2021 Camera-ready versions

Table 1: Timeline and schedule of the Multilingual
Gender Biased and Communal Language Identification
Shared Task at ICON - 18, 2021

1https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/35482

https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/35482
https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/35482
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In the evaluation phase, each team was permitted
to submit up to 5 systems and their best run was
included in the final ranking presented in this paper.

4 Dataset

We provided a multilingual dataset with a total of
over 15,000 samples for training, development and
testing in four languages: Meitei, Bangla, Hindi,
and English. The dataset was marked at three lev-
els: aggression, gender bias, and communal bias.
Each level was represented in the form of an indi-
vidual sub-task:

1. Sub-task A: Aggression Identification
The task here was to develop a classifier that
could make a 3-way classification between
‘Overtly Aggressive’ (OAG), ‘Covertly Ag-
gressive’ (CAG), and ‘Non-aggressive’ (NAG)
text data.

2. Sub-task B: Gender Bias Identification
This task required the participants to develop
a binary classifier to classify the text as ‘gen-
dered’ (GEN) or ‘non-gendered’ (NGEN).

3. Sub-task C: Communal Bias Identification
This task required the participants to develop
a binary classifier to classify the text as ‘com-
munal’ (COM) or ‘non-communal’(NCOM).

The participants were allowed to approach the
task either as three separate classification tasks, or
a multi-label classification task, or one structured
classification task.

The process of developing dataset used for the
task has been discussed in detail in (Kumar et al.,
2021).

4.1 Training Set
The training dataset contains a total of 12,211 com-
ments from YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook in
four languages: Meitei (Mni), Bangla (Ban), Hindi
(Hi), and English (En) apart from Multilingual. A
class-wise distribution of the test dataset is repre-
sented in Table 2.

4.2 Test Set
The test set consisted of a total of 2,989 comments
from YouTube, Telegram, and Twitter in four lan-
guages: Meitei (Mni), Bangla (Ban), Hindi (Hi),
and English (En) aprat from Multilingual. A class-
wise distribution of the test dataset is represented
in Table 3.

Aggression
TOTAL OAG CAG NAG

Mni 3,209 456 1,495 1,258
Ban 3,391 1,782 494 1,115
Hi 5,615 3,052 969 1,594
Multi 12,211 5,289 2,956 3,966

Gendered
TOTAL GEN NGEN

Mni 3,209 203 3,006
Ban 3,391 1,271 2,120
Hi 5,615 1,175 4,440
Multi 12,211 2,647 9,564

Communal
TOTAL COM NCOM

Mni 3,209 242 2,967
Ban 3,391 416 2,975
Hi 5,615 1,213 4,402
Multi 12,211 1,869 10,342

Table 2: Classwise Distribution of The ICON Training
Dataset

Aggression
TOTAL OAG CAG NAG

Mni 1,020 315 391 314
Ban 967 465 244 258
Hi 1,002 440 85 477
Multi 2,989 1,220 720 1,049

Gendered
TOTAL GEN NGEN

Mni 1,020 317 703
Ban 967 303 664
Hi 1,002 204 798
Multi 2,989 824 2,165

Communal
TOTAL COM NCOM

Mni 1,020 141 879
Ban 967 106 861
Hi 1,002 362 640
Multi 2,989 609 2,380

Table 3: Classwise Distribution of The ICON Test
Dataset

5 Participants and Approaches

A total of 54 teams registered for this shared task,
with most of the teams registering to participate in
all the languages. By design, all the teams were
required to participate in all the three tracks. Fi-
nally a total of 11 teams submitted their systems
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- out of these, 8 teams have been included in the
official rankings while the other 3 are not because
of delayed submission on their part - however they
were also evaluated and are discussed here. All the
11 teams that submitted their system were invited
to submit the system description paper, describ-
ing the their models and experiments conducted by
them. The name of the participating teams and the
language they participated in are given in Table 4.
We give a brief description of the approaches used
by each team for building their system. A detailed
description of the approaches could be found in
the paper submitted by each team. We give a brief
summary of each team’s system below -

• Team BUDDI utilises two BERT-based mod-
els - one that was fine-tuned using Hindi-
English code-mixed tweets for a language
modelling task (for the Hindi dataset) and an
XLM-RoBERTa model for the multilingual
dataset. They fine-tuned the two models for
individual sub-tasks as well as jointly for all
the sub-tasks and demonstrate that joint mod-
elling of the different sub-tasks perform better
than the individual modelling.

• Hypers fine-tuned MURIL for Hindi, Meitei
and Multilingual datasets and BanglaBERT
for Bangla dataset. They used two custom
poolers - attention pooler and mean-pooler.
Except for Hindi data, in all other instances,
attention-pooler has outperformed the mean-
pooler.

• Team Beware Haters experimented with vari-
ous kinds of models including Random Forest,
Logistic Regression, SVM, Bi-LSTM and an
ensemble of Random Forest, Logistic Regres-
sion and SVM. While Bi-LSTM worked well
for the two binary classification tasks using
multilingual dataset, Logistic Regression and
the ensemble worked well for different mono-
lingual test sets - this is expected given the
fact that multilingual dataset is large enough
for Bi-LSTM to generalise well.

• DE Lab@IIITSM experimented with an en-
riched pre-processing step followed by using
Decision Tree classifiers for the task.

• Team LUC experimented with multiple lin-
ear classifiers incl KNN, Naive Bayes, SVM,
Random Forest, GBM, Adaboost and Neural

networks. KNN with K = 1 was their best-
performing model.

• Team Arguably experimented with two ap-
proaches - (a) Boosted Voting Ensembler of
XGBOOST, LightGBM and Naive Bayes and
(b) a fine-tuned IndicBERT model (which is
an ALBERT model pre-trained on Indian lan-
guages). Among these the Ensembler out-
performed or performed comparably to the
IndiBERT model across all sub-tasks and lan-
guages.

• sdutta used a CNN-LSTM based model for
prediction.

• MUCIC trained three classifiers: SVM, Ran-
dom Forest and Logistic Regression using a
combination of word and character n-grams,
along with vectors from multilingual sentence
encoder. They used two techniques of pre-
and post-aggregation of labels.

• MUM uses two models - (a) Elastic-net
trained on combination of word unigram char-
acter ngrams TF-IDF values, combined with
the pre-trained Emo2Vec vector embeddings
and (b) a multilingual BERT (mBERT) fine-
tuned for the task. The mBERT model has
given better results for all languages and all
the sub-tasks.

• BFCAI has experimented with 4 different
classifiers - SVM, simple linear classifier,
Multilayer perceptron, Multinomial Naive
Bayes and an ensemble of these classifiers.

6 Evaluation and Results

The systems have been evaluated on the basis of
the following metrics -

• instance F1: It is the F-measure averaging
on each instance in the test set i.e. the classifi-
cation was considered right only when all the
labels in a given instance are predicted cor-
rectly. It was the primary evaluation metric
for the task and used for ranking the systems.

• micro F1: It gives a weighted average score
of each class and is generally considered a
good metric in cases of class-imbalance. Also
it shows the performance of each system on
individual sub-tasks.
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Team Meitei Bangla Hindi Multilingual System Description Paper
Team BUDDI (Subramanian et al., 2021)
Hypers (Benhur et al., 2021)
Beware Haters (Gandhi et al., 2021)
DE Lab@IIITSM (Debina and Saharia, 2021)
LUC (Cuéllar-Hidalgo et al., 2021)
Arguably (Kohli et al., 2021)
sdutta (Dutta et al., 2021)
MUCIC (Balouchzahi et al., 2021)
MUCS
MUM (Hegde et al., 2021)
BFCAI (Elkazzaz et al., 2021)
Total 8 8 10 11 10

Table 4: Teams participated in the Multilingual Gender Biased and Communal Language Identification Shared
Task at ICON-2021.

The system results of each team for Meitei,
Bangla, Hindi and Multilingual have been consid-
ered in two ways: system submissions within the
deadline of the shared task and submissions after
the deadline. The results of both have been pre-
sented in Tables 52 and 6. Language-wise, the best
system obtained a weighted instance F1-score of
approximately 0.322 for Meitei, 0.292 for Bangla,
0.398 for Hindi and 0.371 for multilingual. Over-
all, the highest instance F1-score is obtained for
Bangla i.e. 0.398. For the score evaluation, apart
from the instance F1-score, the overall micro-F1 is
also calculated. It is also calculated of each system
for all languages.

7 Error Analysis

We carried out an overall analysis of the errors
generated by all the systems submitted for the task.
This was done with an aim to understand the most
difficult instances to classify. In this error analysis,
we have analysed only those instances which have
been classified wrongly by ’all’ the models for sub-
task A and those which have been clasified wrongly
by at least ‘34 ’ of all models in case of sub-task B
and C 3 in all languages. A summary of the errors
generated by the systems on the test data in all the
languages have been presented below under “error
types”. Language wise error counts and error type
counts in all sub-tasks are given in Tables 7 and 8

2These teams submitted systems after the deadline of
shared task, which is why they have not been considered
in the final ranking.

3this is so because we did not find any instance in these
two sub-tasks which have been wrongly classified by all the
models submitted for the task

and Figure 1. We identified the recurring patterns
that generate these errors and classified them as
follows:

Context

Overgeneralization

Out-of-Vocab

Lack of sufficient 
features

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Task A Multi Task B Multi Task C Multi

Figure 1: Error types proportion in each sub-task

• Context: Contextual errors occur when there
is a mismatch between the gold and predicted
labels of a comment based on whether or
not the annotator or the system has taken
into account the discursive context in which
the comment exists. Such a context can in-
clude the contents of the video or post under
which the comments are written, the other
comments that are in conversation with or ap-
pear alongside the given comment, and the
socio-political context in which certain con-
tent and comments find expression. The com-
ments that have generated context based errors
in this shared task include sarcastic or satirical
comments, ambiguous comments (that can be
legitimately labelled with more than one tag),
and replies to previous comments (in the sense
that they could be correctly classified only by
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Team Meitei Bangla Hindi Multilingual
Rank Inst F1 Micro F1 Rank Inst F1 Micro F1 Rank Inst F1 Micro F1 Rank Inst F1 Micro F1

Team BUDDI - - - - - - 1 0.398 0.709 1 0.371 0.713
Hypers 3 0.129 0.472 2 0.223 0.579 2 0.336 0.683 2 0.322 0.685
Beware Haters 1 0.322 0.672 1 0.292 0.704 3 0.289 0.689 3 0.294 0.665
DE Lab@IIITSM 2 0.267 0.625 - - - 4 0.263 0.629 4 0.258 0.632
LUC - - - 3 0.17 0.597 - - - 5 0.234 0.615
Arguably - - - - - 5 0.161 0.582 6 0.156 0.583
sdutta 4 0.007 0.279 4 0.006 0.294 6 0.047 0.335 7 0.02 0.288
MUCIC 5 0 0.69 5 0 0.723 7 0 0.697 8 0 0.701
MUCS NA 0.35 0.681 NA 0.412 0.718 NA 0.341 0.706 NA 0.38 0.705
MUM NA 0.326 0.661 NA 0.39 0.708 NA 0.343 0.691 NA 0.359 0.691
BFCAI NA 0.317 0.664 NA 0.391 0.695 NA 0.304 0.678 NA 0.342 0.671

Table 5: Performance of teams on Meitei, Bangla, Hindi & Multilingual Dataset

Team Meitei Bangla Hindi Multilingual
Task A Task B Task C Task A Task B Task C Task A Task B Task C Task A Task B Task C

Team BUDDI - - - - - - 0.628 0.743 0.757 0.539 0.767 0.834
Hypers 0.372 0.609 0.435 0.434 0.674 0.63 0.555 0.784 0.709 0.519 0.715 0.822
Beware Haters 0.454 0.697 0.865 0.499 0.72 0.895 0.603 0.783 0.68 0.482 0.722 0.791
DE Lab@IIITSM 0.344 0.682 0.849 - - - 0.479 0.726 0.682 0.413 0.694 0.791
LUC - - - 0.368 0.561 0.861 - - - 0.446 0.675 0.726
Arguably - - - - - - 0.402 0.702 0.642 0.359 0.612 0.776
sdutta 0.388 0.311 0.138 0.438 0.339 0.107 0.44 0.204 0.361 0.376 0.281 0.208
MUCIC 0.484 0.716 0.871 0.509 0.772 0.89 0.606 0.801 0.683 0.534 0.764 0.806
MUCS 0.462 0.713 0.868 0.517 0.746 0.89 0.62 0.808 0.69 0.54 0.759 0.816
MUM 0.426 0.694 0.863 0.489 0.744 0.892 0.589 0.783 0.701 0.508 0.755 0.809
BFCAI 0.438 0.692 0.862 0.516 0.679 0.89 0.568 0.799 0.668 0.472 0.752 0.788

Table 6: Performance of teams in all sub-tasks on Meitei, Bangla, Hindi & Multilingual Dataset

Task A Task B Task C
Mni 115 252 108
Ban 65 116 85
Hi 207 86 184

Multi 387 454 377

Table 7: Error counts in all sub-tasks by all teams

taking into account the previous comment(s)).
Let us take a look the following examples of
this kind of error -

1. Sahi baat hai iska 7 khoon to janm se
maaf hai [Hindi]

Translation: You’re right, this per-
son can get away with anything
Gold label: GEN
Predicted label: NGEN
Explanation: This comment was
made about a beautiful woman who
had committed a mistake. The gold
label is GEN because in the context
of the conversation it is a gendered
comment. However, the systems pre-
dict it as NGEN because they do not
have access to or an understanding of
that context, and the textual content
itself does not indicate it is a gen-

dered comment in any way.
2. #justiceforhindus #SaveBangladeshiHin-

dus Boycott the budget speech [English]
Gold label: COM
Predicted label: NCOM
Explanation: This comment was
made in the context of some com-
munally charged incidents that took
place in Bangladesh in October 2021.
The gold label is COM on the basis
of that context, but the predicted la-
bel is NCOM because the systems do
not have access to or an understand-
ing of that context.

3. Ron Haokip oiram mani. Dance touba
nupise thadou kuki ne. [Meitei]

Translation: Ron might be Haokip.
The girl dancing belongs to thadou
kuki.
Gold label: GEN
Predicted label: NGEN
Explanation: This comment was
made in the context of a dance video.
The gold label is GEN because in the
context of the conversation it looks
at girls as being a ”property” of the
boys of her own community. How-
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Task A
Context Overgeneralization Out-of-Vocabulary Lack of sufficient features

Mni 10 95 4 6
Ban 28 15 - 22
Hi 48 105 39 15
Multi 86 215 43 43

Task B
Context Overgeneralization Out-of-Vocabulary Lack of sufficient features

Mni 52 156 20 24
Ban 55 19 1 41
Hi 23 31 10 22
Multi 130 206 31 87

Task C
Context Overgeneralization Out-of-Vocabulary Lack of sufficient features

Mni 54 29 16 9
Ban 26 47 - 12
Hi 22 97 48 17
Multi 102 173 64 38

Table 8: Language wise error type counts in each sub-task

ever, most of the systems predict it
as NGEN because the sentence could
be interpreted as a simple description
of the identities out of the specific
context.

• Overgeneralization: This kind of error oc-
curs when the system overfits or overgener-
alizes for certain linguistic features. In the
bilingual Bangla-English Twitter data, the sys-
tems have frequently mispredicted the tags for
communal and non-communal because they
could not distinguish between political par-
ties and religions, and region/nation and reli-
gion. Some other categories that the system
could not distinguish between include caste
vs religious identity, caste vs gender identity,
religious vs gender identity, and personal vs
group identity. Let us take a look at the fol-
lowing examples to understand this -

1. mndir ko english mein bhi Mandir hi
likhna chahiyada odd lagta hai temple
[Hindi]

Translation: Mandir (temple)
should have been written as
“Mandir” in English as well; temple
sounds odd
Gold label: NAG
Predicted label: OAG

Explanation: The error in this ex-
ample arises from the mention of
“mandir” or temple, which is a re-
ligious symbol. In this dataset, it
has been noted that comments with
words like ’temple’ often are overtly
or covertly aggressive in nature. As
a result, the mere mention of temple
in a comment has prompted the sys-
tems to overgeneralize and predict
OAG as the aggression label for this
comment.

• Out-of-Vocabulary Error: This error oc-
curs because there are new words (often abu-
sive, aggressive, sexist, or Islamophobic) that
are coined by the commenters which are fre-
quently mispredicted, because the systems do
not recognize them from the training data and
hence cannot label them as abuse, as they
must.

1. dadhivala topivala pancharputra katva
suar ammichod betichod behanchod
bakrichod haalaa ki aulaad Terrorists aur
koi naam hai to btaao [Hindi]

Translation: dadhivala topivala pan-
charputra katva4, pig, motherfucker,
daughterfucker, sisterfucker, goat-

4Islamophobic slurs
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fucker, son of halala, terrorists - Are
there any more names for them?
Gold label: COM
Predicted label: NCOM
Explanation: This comment con-
tains some coined lexical items (pan-
charputra, topivala) that are Islam-
ophobic in nature. However, since
they were not part of the training set,
the systems do not recognize them
and are, hence, mispredicting the la-
bels.

2. Gay jao yam yaoreye [Meitei]
Translation: many gay-jao (coined
word meaning ’master of all gay’)
are present here.
Gold label: GEN

(a) Predicted label: NGEN
Explanation: The comment con-
tains coined word ’gay-jao’ which
is sexist in nature but the system mis-
predicts it as NGEN.

• Lack of sufficient features: In certain cases
the errors generated by the system are due to
the fact that the comments are generic, incom-
plete, contain only emojis, or lack sufficient
features that the system can identify to gener-
ate an accurate label. For instance, a comment
as simple as ”Hello” or ”Thank you” or ”Hm”
has generated results for both gender bias and
non-gendered bias. Such is also the case for
religious or political slogans such as ”Jai Shri
Ram” or ”Jai Hari bol”, and emojis which
may be labelled as CAG, NAG, or OAG by
different systems based on different criteria.
The systems also generate different results for
specific lexical items in the data such as curse
words or abusive words. This can be attributed
to the fact that some systems take the etymol-
ogy of the lexical items into account, which
can be sexist at their core, while others treat
them like words which have been bleached of
their literal meaning or denotation.

1. @Sania Parvin oi je
(a) Translation: @Sania Parvin that
(b) Gold label: COM
(c) Predicted label: NCOM
(d) Explanation: This error is due to an

incomplete comment which has been
labelled COM based on its context

in the gold set. However, many sys-
tems have labelled it NCOM because
it does not contain sufficient features
by which it could be assigned an ap-
propriate label.

2. Allah madarchod hai yaar [Hindi]
Translation: Allah is motherfucker
Gold label: COM
Predicted label: NCOM
Explanation: This comment con-
tains abuse that is aggressive, sexist,
and Islamophobic. However, the sys-
tems have predicted the wrong labels
for it, possibly, because there were
not sufficient co-textual features to
predict it correctly.

3. jaroj santan
Translation: Illegitimate child
Gold label: GEN
Predicted label: NGEN

(a) Explanation: This comment con-
tains a gendered abuse but many
systems have labelled it as non-
gendered, again, because the com-
ment is too short to give a reliable
judgement.

4. Porn film kumbi hek maladana [Meitei]
Translation: You definitely look
like a porn actress
Gold label: GEN

(a) Predicted label: NGEN
Explanation: The comment targets
character of a women by using such
lexical items but most of the system
mis-predicts it as NGEN - this could
again be possibly because it is too
short to provide sufficient features
for correct prediction.

In all such cases of misprediction possibly be-
cause of there being too little features, some kind
of data augmentation techniques or taking into con-
sideration the sequence (of comments) or context
might prove to be helpful.

8 Closing remarks

In this paper, we have presented the results of the
shared task on automatic identification of aggres-
sive language, gender bias and communal polari-
sation. The results show that while it is relatively
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easier to get prediction on one of these categories
right, it is still a very difficult task to predict all
of these right for a single instance - the best team
managed to get an instance F1 of only 0.371. How-
ever at the same time, we also see that the best
result across all models and all teams is attained by
a model that is jointly trained for all the sub-tasks
and all the languages - this shows the value of multi-
task and multilingual learning in low-resource situ-
ations. The second major takeaway related to the
models is that ensemble of well-tuned linear clas-
sifiers are also useful for tasks like these and we
see that one of the systems in top-3 is an ensem-
ble system. In other instances as well, ensembles
have proved to be better than or equivalent to the
Transformers-based systems.

In terms of the model performance (and also
reliability of the dataset), a comprehensive error
analysis of the models submitted for the task show
that a huge majority of the errors made by all the
model relates to the generalisability of the mod-
els, manifested in terms of overfitting for certain
linguistic features and inability of the models to
perform well on data outside of the training set
domain. This could be attributed to two possible
reasons -

1. Lack of sufficient datapoints for system to
generalise well - this could improved by aug-
menting the dataset with more instances.

2. Lack of sufficient diversity in the dataset -
again this could be improved by augmenting
the dataset with more instances. However, a
more careful selection of the datapoints is es-
sential such that the linguistic items which are
not directly related to these classes (for exam-
ple name of specific political parties or politi-
cians) are proportionately distributed across
different classes. This will also aid in building
a dataset which is not biased towards specific
entities and is representative of the phenom-
ena under study.

In addition to this, the other most common
source of error is the lack of contextual knowledge
in the way dataset is presented and the way models
are trained. This could be improved only by provid-
ing explicit contextual information in the dataset
and also for models to take into consideration those
information. We plan to make this available in the
next version of the dataset.
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